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This invention relates to an improvement in lines in Fig. 3. This is a commercial control de
electric stean generators, and has for one of its vice, and it will be understood when the disc T
objects the provision of such an apparatus Which is in the full line position of Fig. 3 the circuit
is more efficient and quicker in operation than to the heating element is open, and that when the
disc is in the dotted line position of Fig. 3 the cir
prior devices.
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Both the feedwater inlet, and stealin discharge in cuit to the heating element is closed.
Cast into the metal mass A is Water tubing 8.
this apparatus are at the top. This is of nilaterial
advantage in avoiding bumping and Surging and The inlet end of this tubing, designated 9, ex
in Speed of Operation.
tends into the metal mass near the top thereof
Means are provided for automatically main and extends helically of the netal naSS to the
O taining a predetermined temperature Setting, lower end thereof. The lower end of the tubing is
while the circuit for the heating unit is automati bent back upon itself and terminates in a cham

cally closed whenever feed-Water is supplied to the
apparatus.
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The apparatus as a whole is relatively inex
pensive to manufacture, low in maintenance, effi
cient in operation and particularly Well adapted
for use wherever space is limited and Where Small
or no flash capacity is required.
In the accompanying drawing Where an en
bodiment of my invention has been illustrated:

Fig. 1 shows my invention in Sectional eleva
tion;

Fig. 2 is a section on the line 2-2 of Fig. ii; and
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Fig. 3 shows the thermostatic heat control ap
paratus.

Referring to the drawing in detail, designates
a vacuum jar mounted within a metal casing 2
from which it is insulated by asbestos, felt or the
30
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like 3.

Within this jar is mounted a metal mass 4 ex
tending approximately from top to bottom of the
jar and heat insulated therefrom by powdered
magnesia, or other Suitable material 5.
6 designates a heating unit in the form of a
double helix of resistance Wire cast into the metal

O

ber 2 in the center of the metal mass. This

chamber has a larger cross-sectional area than
the tubing, reducing the velocity of the Steam
passing upwardly through the tubing to the

5

chamber So that water contained therein can drop
to the bottom of the chamber to be evaporated.
22 designates a discharge pipe or tubing extend
ing from the chamber 2 upWardly through the
metal mass 4 to a point near the top thereof, 20

where it is bent outwardly and upwardly, finally
being brought out through the top of the Vacuum
jar where it is designated 23.
The lower end of the tubing 22 is closed, steam
entering the tubing through side slotS 24, chang 25
ing the direction of flow of the steam and fur
ther insuring against Water passing to the Steam
Outlet.

Adjacent the top of the apparatus I reduce the
heat conducting area of the metal mass 4 by
grooving the same as shown at 25 and filling the
groove with asbestOS or other Suitable heat in
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SUlatOr.

It will be appreciated from the foregoing that

my invention provides an electric steam generator

mass 4. The two ends of the heating element ter in which the feedwater is Supplied to the evapC
minate at or adjacent the upper end of the metal rating surface at the top of the apparatus, the
mass as shown at 7 and 8, a conductor 9 leading water flowing downwardly by gravity through a
from outside the apparatus being connected to , hotter and hotter part of the apparatus. This
while conductor 0 from outside the apparatus is in conjunction with the reduced heat conducting
connected through the fuse
and the thermo area just mentioned tends to reduce bumping and
static switch 2 of Fig. 3 to the end or terminal Surging.
It will be understood also that the thermostatic
8. The fuse if, it will be understood, is a safety
device preventing excessive temperature rise in control herein described is arranged. So that the
the apparatus. If the thermostatic switch 2 for metal mass will be maintained at a predetermined
example should stick closed, when the apparatus temperature and so that the circuit to the heating
under these conditions reaches a predetermined element will be closed whenever feedWater is SUp
temperature, the fuse will melt and open the plied to the apparatus.
heating circuit.
It will be understood that changes may be made
The thermostatic switch 2 is mounted in a box in the details of construction and arrangement of
3 at the top of the metal mass 4, and comprises parts within the purview of my invention.
a disc 4 mounting a plurality of contacts 5 coop
What I claim is:erating with contacts f6 on a bimetal disc when
1. An electric steam generator comprising in
the disc buckles to the position shown in dotted combination a metal mass having a heating eller
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ment and Water evaporating tubing disposed hel slots being provided in the sides of the tubing for
ically thereof and embedded therein, said metal the entry of steam thereinto.
mass being provided internally adjacent its lower
3. An electric steam generator comprising in
end with a chamber of larger cross Section than combination a metal mass provided With tubing
said tubing, the said tubing adjacent its lower end and With an electric heating element disposed
being bent back upon itself and terminating in helically about the metal mass adjacent each
said chamber, an extension of said tubing extend other, the tubing and heating element being em
ing upwardly from said chamber to the upper end: bedded in the metal mass, terminals at the upper
of the apparatus to provide a steam outlet.
end of the metal mass for the heating element,
2. An electric steam generator comprising in the lower end of the tubing being bent back upon
combination a metal mass having a heating ele itself to extend upwardly of the metal mass, ter

O

ment and water evaporating tubing disposed heli minating in a chamber provided internally of the
cally thereof and embedded therein, Said metal metal maSS, an extension of said tubing extending
mass being provided internally adjacent its lower from the upper part of said chamber through the

end with a chamber of larger cross section than mass to the exterior of the apparatus, and a tem
15 said
tubing, the said tubing adjacent its lower perature control device mounted at the top of the
20

end being bent back; upon itself and terminating metal mass adapted to maintain the metal maSS
in said chamber, an extension of said tubing ex at a predetermined temperature and to close the
tending upwardly from said chamber from a point circuit of the heating element. When feedwater
above the bottom of the chamber to the upper is supplied to the apparatus.

end of the apparatus to provide a steam outlet,
the lower end of this extension being closed and

KURT BEYRODT.
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